HOLIDAYS HOMEWORK (2018-19)
CLASS VII
THEME- POWER OF LANGUAGE
ENGLISH
Q1. Read any one of the following children’s books :
a) James and the Giant Peach – Roald Dahl
b) Alice in Wonderland – Lewis Carroll
Pick out any two of your favourite characters from the chosen book and describe in 100 – 150 words why
you like them .
Q2. Design an English magazine with the following headings:
a) Colourful ,illustrative cover page.
b) A descriptive name or heading.
c) An article on Health / Fitness.
d) Idioms and Proverbs.
e) Quiz on vocabulary.
Q3. Gadgets and Technology have invaded our lives today. Create a comic strip depicting a typical scenario
at home with interesting dialogues and illustrations. Also give a suitable title to the comic strip.
NOTE: 1. It is mandatory to do atleast any two of the given projects.
2. All projects to be presented beautifully and creatively using A4 size sheets.
3. The projects must be solely the child’s work and not the work of a professional.
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Mathematics
(A) Roll No. - 1 to 22
‘Reading Newspaper is a good habit. Not only does it gives you information about economy,
politics, trade, business, world affairs, international issues, sports, entertainment, but it also
enhances your vocabulary and language skills’. So, make a Mathematical Newspaper that
consists of CWG Medal tally 2018, Mathematical Games, Maths articles for students, latest
discoveries in the field of Mathematics etc which represents the use of mathematical
language (like symbols, numerals etc) in daily life.

(B) Roll No. – 23 onwards
‘Symbols save time and space when we write’. So, make a Mathematical dictionary based on
Mathematical symbols with their meanings and explain the use of each symbol with example.
(C) Compulsory for everyone:
Do worksheets attached with the holidays homework in register 3.

Science
(A) Create a reference guide (on A4 size sheet) for a chemist acceptable by IUPAC of chemical
symbols of some element whose names are derived from:
(a) 1st letter of the name of element
(b) Sound of a letter, appearing later in the name.
(c) The name of the place found for the first time.
(d) From specific colour.
(B) What is metric system used for different types of measurement in various branches of
Science. Create an internationally accepted guide (on A4 size sheet) of physical quantities (with
speed, length, mass, time etc) with its internationally accepted units.

Social Science
(A) Prepare a leaflet on various languages developed during Medieval period
1. Areas of development
2. Literary work
3. Writings and writers
4. Vernacular languages
5. Rulers who promoted the development of the languages
(B) Prepare a project on “Elements of Weather and Climate”
-Various factors affecting weather and climate.
- Instruments used to measure temperature, air pressure, relative humidity, wind direction and
amount of rainfall.
* Do all the work in Red File
*Revise all the chapters done in the class.

FRENCH
A. Write a paragraph (100-150 words) on any 2 topics. Also draw or paste the pictures(on A4 size
sheets).
1. Wedding 2. Market (To do shopping) 3. School
4. Hospital
5. Picnic ( sea-side/ beach)
B. Learn Lessons 0 to 3
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COMPUTERS
Design a Poster.
 Theme for the poster: Power of Language- Artificial Intelligence
 Use MS-Word to design your poster.
 Add your information as text boxes or word art with borders. Resize them as necessary.
 Insert relevant pictures/images from Internet. (Using Copy-paste options).
 Explore the formatting options and tools to design your layout.
 When you are finished, take a print-out on A4 Size sheet.
 Best one will be uploaded on school’s website.
Topic (Any one)

1. Artificial Intelligence is a threat to humans in the long run.
2. Artificial Intelligence will boost the program of humans in the long run.
ART
R.No.-1 – 25
Make a beautiful wall clock with the help of computer waste (for example- mother board , CD and clock
machinery etc.)

R .No.- 26 onwards
Make an attractive and innovative jewellery with the help of computer waste (for example- key board keys,
chips, mouse wire etc)

